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Physicists have deduced that there are four types offorce that operate

befween material bodies: the electromagnetic force, the gravitational

force and the strong a¡d weak nuclear forces. The second of these,
gravity, is the most important in astronomy and the Earth sciences. It

is weliknown that Isaac Newton (7643-1727) gave a correct mathe-

matical description of the laws of gravity while he was in his early

twenties. Newton's law of gravitation states that, for two point masses,

the force attracting them is proportional to the product of thei¡ masses,

and inversel5z proportional to the square of the distance of their sepa-

ration. Although Newton's law has been superseded by Einstein's
general theory of relativity it is completeiy adequate for all practical

pu-rposes in geophysics and much of ashophysics.
ln order to write down Newton's law Ë carr represent the force of

attraction, m, and m, the pair of point masses and rthe distance be-

tween tàem. The law is then written thus: F : Gmtmzlr2. Tbe
quantity G, the gravitational constant. is found experimentally and is

difficult to measu¡e with high precision. tn the international metric

system its value is 6.670 x 10 
- I I N m' lkg' .This small value for the

constant reflects the fact tlat gravity is an intrinsically weak force. In

everyday life we are only aware of the gravitational atfraction of the

Earth itself, which has a lar¡ie mass (M : 5.98 x 1024 kg); we ex-
perience this force as 'weight'. Geophysics and ashophysics deal with

very large masses-planets, moons, stars and. galaxies-as well as

enonnous dista¡ces. Under such conditions it is gravity that is the

dominant natu¡al force.
The law of gravity is central to the study ofthe physics ofthe Earth

as it determines the general shape of a planet, influences many tectonic
processes that shape the planetary surface and conhols the orbital and

iotational motions. Much of the discussion in this chapter will deal

with the far-reaching consequences of this simple law.

Gravity and the solar system

When we consider the orbits in the sola¡ system' such as the Earth's
path round the Sun, we have to take into account the gravitational
attractions of many masses, not iust the two that appear in Newton's
law. The total aftraction experienced by any one planet is found by
taking the vector sum of the individual attractions. This was once a
formidable computational problem which had to be laboriously worked
out. but it is now relatively easy to solve by computer. Knowledge òf the
planetary orbits has been greatly increased through space missions
and accurate high-speed computing.

Orbital and spin motions
As Copernicus (7473-1543) suggested. the Earth moves around the

Sun in an elliptical orbit, the orientation of which is fixed in space.

When the motion is averaged over a long time interval the mean

orbital plane deflnes a useful f¡ame of reference for describing the

orbital motions of the Moon and other planets, as well as for describing

the orientation of the rotation axes of planets and satellites in the solar

system: this plane is called the ecliptic. Most solar system bodies do not

move far out of this plane. The Earth's instantaneous rotation or spin

is about an axis that is inclined to the ecliptic by about 66j', an algle

that remains more or less constant. The Earlùr's equator is therelbre

inclined at an equal angle to the ecliptic and this inclination, known as

the obliquity of the equator, is responsible for the annual seasohal

motion of the Sun's path in the sky as seen from the Ea¡th.

The Moon moves about the Ea¡th, also in a slightly eccentric orbit'

in a plane that maintains an almost constant inclination, about 5", to

the ecliptic. Because of the obliquity, the inclination of the luna¡ orbit

upon the equator varies periodically with the period of the lunar

month, about twenty-eight days, the time it takes for the Moon to

make one revolution about the Ea¡th. The values of the constants in

these motions partly reflect the condiÙions at the time of formation

of the pìanets: ior example the length of the year and the eccentricity

of the Earth's orbit. Other'constants', such as the period of the lunar

orbit and the length of the Earth's day, are consequences of the sub-

sequent dynamic evolution of the soiar system.
The motions of the Earth-Moon-Sun system cannot be fuìly

treated by discussing only the attractions betw-een two bodies at a

time, although this simplification does explain the dominant charac-

teristics of tàe motions. Thus the elliptical motion of the Ea¡th about

the Sun is principally due to the interaction of the gravity flelds of these

two bodies. while the motion of tåe Moon about the Earth is, in the

fust approximation, a consequence of the gravitational interactions

between ttrese two bodies only. ln a complete discussion the problem

must be treated as one o[ mutual gravitational interactions between

the three bodies. Thus, because of the Sun's attraction of the Moon, the

latter's motion will oscillate in orientation and size by small âmounts

about a mean orbit that is almost ellipticai.
If t}le th¡ee bodies, Sun, Moou and Earth, could be considered as

point masses or as spherically symmetric bodies the resulting orbital

and spin motions could be readily evaluated from Newton's laws. But

the Earth and the Moon are uot perfectly spherical and this causes

considerable complexity in solving the equations governing the motion

of the Ea¡th and Moon.
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Motions of the spin axes
The most significant departure from the spherical shape of the Earth is
its flattening at the poles. Our planet's shape can be better approxi-
mated by an oblate spheroid, symmetrical about the spin axis. The
flattening, which is a di¡ect consequence of the planet's rotation, can
be described in several ways but, most simply, it means that the polar
diameter is about 43 km shorter than the equatorial diameter. This
departure from radial symmetry causes the Sun and Moon to exert
additional forces (torques) on the Earth, so inducing shifts in the
position of the rotational axis in space. These shifts are the precession
and nutation discussed in the following section. Neither is the Moon a
strictly radially symmetrical body and the Earth's and Sun's attraction
will similarly cause its spin axis to precess in space. This is referred to
as the lunar libration.

6,1 : 'A philosoplrcr delivering a lecture on the orrery' , a painting by loseph
Wright ol Derbq. An orrerg is a clockwork model ol the planetary sgstem
named after Charles Bogle, 4th EarI of Orrerg (1626-1231), Jor whom
one ol the first was made.

The rotation of the Earth

P r ecession and nutation
Viewed by an observer on the Earth and near the north (or south) pole,
stars appear to trace out concentric circles whose centre defines the
celestial north (or south) pole, the extension of the Earth's rotational
axis. The celestial north pole currently lies close to the star polaris.
Ca¡eful observations over many years have revealed that the position
of this celestial pole changes relative to the stars, as was noted by
Hipparchus about 120 ¡c. The rotation axis is observed slowly to trace
out a cone, with a half-angle ol 23!, about the pole of the ecliptic. It
takes about 26 000 years to go firll circle around the heavens. In about
3OO0 sc the pole star was Alpha Draconis;Alpha Cephei will be near
the pole in ¡¡ 7500. This steady motion of the rotation axis in space is
termed the precession of the Ea¡th.

As noted above, the major axis of the oblate Earth is inclined to the
ecliptic. [n consequence the net gravitational force on the Earth due to
the Sun does not pass through the centre of mass of the Earth. This
results in a torque being exerted about the centre. The torque attempts
to d¡aw the equator into the plane of the ecliptic but the spinning Earth



resists this. Instead the torque achieves a motion.of the spin axis about
the pole of the ecliptic.

The Moon acts on the Earth in a similar way and the observed pre_
cession is the sum of the polar and luna¡ torques plus a rather miìor
contribution arising from the other planets. The Ea¡th's orbit about the
sun is somewhat eccenhic and twice a year the sun passes over the
eqrator where it is aligned with the Earth's bu-rge;consequently the
solar torque varies periodicaüy, as does the Moon's torquì. tnå iret
resu-lt is that the secular precessiona-l motion of the rotational axis is
perturbed by small oscillations or 'nodding' 

motions called the forced
nutations. The principal nutation term has a period of nine¿ssf,.ar.r,
and the size of the nodding motion is nine seionds of a¡c. This 

-arises

from a nineteen-year periodicity in the inclination of the Moon's orbit.
It was fust detected and explained.by the asfonomer James Bradrey
(7692-1762) tn 7747.

Although the precessional and nutational motions are mainry of
astronomical interest, they are also of some geophysical aoor"qo"oaa
in that their amplitudes depend on the oblateness of the Earth and
therefore provide some in-formation on the intemal structure of the
Ea¡th. This is discussed below.

Polar motion
If a¡ observer at either pole recorded photographically the small con-
centric ci¡cles haced out by the circumpolar stars, witì time the cenke
of the circles would be seen to be slightly displacecl on the photographic
plate, and ttris cenhe would itseH trace outà small ci¡cle ov", ãborrt u
one-ye¿[ period. This reflects a motion of the rotationa.l axis relative to
an Ea¡th-nìxed refereùte frame and is referred to as polar motion. It is
quite distinct from precession and nutation. If the motion is observed
from space the Ea¡th as a whore appears to wobble about its axis. This
m¡tion was predicted by L. Euler (IZOZ-93) in 1265, but it was not
observed until the end of the ninsfssatà century.

The motion of the pole is deduced from ca¡eful measu¡ements of
the positions ofthe stars. Figure'6.2 illustrates the pole pattr as observed
over a two-year period-a meandering motion that is typical of tåe
polar path observed over the past eighty years. An anáysis of such
observations i¡dicates tbat tbe motion- is mainly made up of two
periodic oscillations, one wità a fourteen-montà period, the other witÌ¡
a twelve-montì period, both with amplitudes of th" order of 0.1 a¡c
second. Hence tàe wobble of tåe rotational axis at tåe north and south
poles, relative to the Ea¡th's su¡face, is merely a few mehes, and precise
asEonomical measurements a¡e needed to observe it. yet tåesJobser_
vations yield considerable information on the Earth, which will now
be discussed.
To understand the fourteen-month oscillation the Earth may be re_
garded as a rigid oblate spheroid as in the previous discussion of tàe
precession and nutation. If the rotational evis of a rigid body is initially
aligned with its principal aris of mavimum ineràa tl"o t¡ãt ¡oav *iit
rotate 

-uniformly with the two axes always ¡smaining pa¡allel; Low_
9v9r, if for any reason the two axes a¡e tilted relative to each other,
Euler's theory prediéts that the rotational aris ¿pp¿¿¡5 to wobble abdut
the principal axis. For the Ea¡th ihis theory pre¿j.t" 

" 
¡OS¿"y wobble.

*t tU: observed period is not 305 but a3-0äays, as fi¡st noted by S. C.
Chandler in 1892. Ihis increase is explained by the Earth not respond_
ing to the rotation as a rigid body. Ihe theory must be extended to the
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rotation of a defor¡nable..uarth in which tàe mantle's elastic defor-
mation must be considered às well as moverrenu in tåe oceans and in
the liquid core. The theory is rerativery compricated but one 

"rp".ì 
or

the Earth's non-rigidity can be mentioned here.
consider that the Ea¡th has a riquid core fiil.ing a sphericar cavity.

If the fluid had no viscosity ttren ttrere wou.ld be no füctional forces
tinking motions in tl'e core to the mantle, and vice u..sa. the oui.i
mantle wou-ld be able to slide round the inner core without arto.oJg
the flúd motions within. If this simplification described the real situ]
ation then it would reduce the tàeoretical period of the wobble by about
thirty days. The elasticity of the mantre ãn the other hand i".."*;;
the period by about 120-130 days and the oceans lengthen it bV a
fr¡rther th'ry days, so that trre computed period is now crose to 

-the

observed 430 days. From this discussion it can be seen that obser-
vations of polar motion assist the deduction of the Earth;s structure.

The observed wobble, now referred to as the Cha¡dler wobble,
being a f¡ee oscillation, shourd urtimatery be damped since no free
oscillation will persist indeûnitery in physics. yet tàeãbservations zug-
gest that tàe oscillation has persisted for nearly a century, albeit with
considerable fluctuation in amplitude and phase, and this suggests that
there is some mechanism exciting this motion. one mechñJm (there
are several) is tåe excitation of the wobble by large earthquakes. This
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6.2: The pole path lrom 1968 tn 1920. The pole positions are given at
int¿ruals ol 0,05 year. The x axß is ilirectcd ø*aias the Greenwich
meridian. 

^The _origin conesponds to the mean position of the pole lor the
years.T9oo-S 

_øtd. the pole now appeaß ø rotatc aboit a mean position
that has shiltzd a total ol about 0.2s arc second in a direction about 90"
west of the Greenwich meridian.
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6,3: ìvlotion of the instantaneous rotational axis @ about the principal axis.
lltttil time tr, when tlte rotational ax,is is atpr, the pole has rotated about
the principal axis at A. At time t, an earthquake occurs and modifes the
mass distribution such that the principal a¡is is now atB. The pole now
nrcves about this new position until the next earthquake occurs at time ta
when the pole is at P, The principd axis then jumps to C.

is illustrated in Figure 6.3. Suppose that while the rotational axis
wobbles about the principal axis at A, a large earthquake occurs at
time 1,. This seismic event, if large enough, changes the mass distri-
bution within the Earth and shifts the position of the principal axis
from A to B. The rotational axis now moves about this new position of
the principal axis leaving behind it a kink in the pole path. At some
later time tr, a second earthquake occurs and a second kink forms, In
this way the Chandler wobble can be maintained as long as sufficiently
large earthquakes occu¡ at irregular but frequent intervals. This points
to the main problem with this model; for while some earthquakes
appear to be suffìciently large to shift the principal axis by the requisite
amount, there do not appear to have been enough of them to maintain
the wobble throughout the past hundred or so years. It is more likely
to be a combination of the catastrophic seismic shock and slower
deformations preceding or following the main shock that displaces the
principal axis.

The other, annual, oscillation in the polar motion is a consequence
of the Earth's mass distribution being periodically modified by seasonal
redistribution of mass within and between the atmosphere, oceans and
surface and ground water.

In addition to these two periodic motions the pole path observa_
tions exhibit a secular drift in a direction roughly along a meridian 20.
west of Greenwich and at a rate of about 0.002-0.003 arc second per
year. This is apparently a consequence of an exchange of water mass
befween the polar ice sheets and the oceans and of the Earth's response'to the changing load on its surface.

Changes in the length of day
The third aspect of the Earth's rotation concems the angular velocity
about the instantaneous rotational axis. Astronomers observe the
times of transit of a sta-r across their meridian using precise atomic
clocks to establish the time scale, and this provides a measu¡e of the
length ofthe day. These observations indicaté that the interval between
successive transits varies perceptibly, and that the Earth is usually
either ahead or behind the time kept by the clocks. Typically the lengtir
ofthe day fluctuates by I part in 108, equivalent to abòut 1ô-, second,
a small but observable amount. Observations of the tength of day have
been made regularly since about 1820, but only with the introduction

plate tecton¡cs earthquakes

6.4: A schematic.representation ol the lorces acting on tlrc Earth that wiII
perturb the rotational motion.
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6.52 Proportional changes in Lhe length ol day as observed on three
dffirent time scales. (a) From 7820 to 7970. OnIV Íluctuations that persist

for about ten Aears or longer are evident. (b) From 7962 to 7977.
Seasonal variations are clearly evident. (.c) Upon removal ol the seasonal
effects, highly inegdar variations are seen. Some ol these mag represent
'noise' in the astronomical data while some are due to a rapid exchange ol
angular momentum between the Earth and atmosphere.

of atomic time in about 1955 have the observations been sufficiently
precise to establish a comprehensive picture of these cha-nges. Prior to
this time only changes that persisted for five to ten years or longer couJd
be seen but now changes on a week-to-week basis a¡e detectable.

Figure 6.5 illustrates some results. In Figure 6.5(a) only the va¡i-
ations occurring on a 'decade' time scale a¡e indicated and most notable
is the sudden decrease in spin velocity from about 1870 to 1900,
during which period the length of day increased by nearly 10 milli-

seconds. This is followed by a reversal in trend f¡om 1900 to about
1930 and a second period of deceleration continuing into the 1970s.
The origin of these changes has remained obscure but only the core
contains sufficient mass and mobilify to explain these fluctuations. The
most likely explanation is that they a¡e caused by interactions at the
core-mantle boundary between the magnetic field (in and moving
with the core fluid) and the electrically conducting lower mantle. This
results in a variation in the extent to which the core moves with the
mantìe and in a concomitant change in the mantle spin. The theory is
complex and not readily veri.ûable since the magnetic field responsible
is largély shieldçd from the obscrver by the low electuical conductivity
of the upper mantle.

Of the higher frequency flucfuations observed clearly since 1955
the annual and semi-annual behaviou¡ is mainly caused by an ex-
change of angular momentum in the east-west circulation of the
atmosphere with the angular momentum of t}re solid Earth. In simple
terms, as the westerly winds speed up so the Earth slows down, and
vice versa. In addition to tlese seasonal terms mariy irregular changes

in rotation rate occur in the frequency range of about 0'3 cycle per
year to perhaps as high as 10-20 cycles per year and these are also
largely due to irregular fluctuations in the atmospheric circulation.

The ashonomical observations of the Earth's rotation have pro-

vided very fascinating data whose interpretations impinge upon many
aspects ofthe Earth sciences. Briefly, any force that exerts a torque on
the Earth's crust, or that results in a redistribution of mass within the
Earth, is a candidate for perturbing the Earth's rotåtion. There is a
wide range of phenomena'that do this, including the secuìar tidal

torgues, to be discussed below, mantle convection, fluctuations in the

magnetic field, relative motions in tàe core, ocelrns and abnosphere,

the direct at[action of the Sun and Moon and the concomitant tidal

deforma[ons.

The motion of the Moon

Orbital motion
The complex problem of determining the Moon's orbital motion occu-
pied many of the great mathematicia¡s of tle eigbteenth century'
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6.6t OrbÍtal geometrg of the
Earth-Moon sgstem. The Eàrth's
average orbltal motion arounil the
Sun defi,nes the ecilptÍc and the
Earth's spin axis rotat¿s about
t!: y"Ig ol the eclìptic once everu
26 000 years because ol the
precesslon. The Earth,s equinox,
the intersection ol the equator
and ecliptic, moves along the
ecliptlc at the same rat¿. The
Iunar orbtt lntercepts the ecliptic
dong the line of nodes which
moves around the ecliptic because
of the solar attraction. For the
same reason the line o[ apsides
precesses in the orbltal plane. The
Moon's spin axis remains normal
to the ecliptic.

inclutling Euler, Clai¡aut, D'Alembert, Lagrange and Laplace. To theintrinsic interest of the probrem was addeã theães¡¡e to test Newton,s
theory' A fu¡ther incentive was the substantial financial rewa¡ds thatgovernments and scientiûc societies offered to those mathemuu"i*,
who co'Id provide tåe precise tables of the Moonis -;td;;;;;ì
for navigation at sea,

simplest approximation to the motion of the Moon is an ellipsethat remâins fixed in size, shape *¿ orirntàtior- This ellipse has amean radius of about 380 000 km and an ecceniricÚy 
"i"UìLïO¡SS,and is inclined by about 5" to the eclipüc. Th" o.Uitd pãrioa of the nfoon

f:yJ"*T 
tåissimplified ellipse would be about rwenty_seven daysror mouon observed relative to the background st'a¡s. This is referredto as the sidereal month. During one sid--ereal month the sun -ou.,ea^stwa¡ds by nearry 30" and thã time between successive fu'Moons-tåe synodic month-which occu¡s when the th¡ee ¡oA., *. 

"figr¿,is in_consequence longer than the sidereal month by nearty mo äays.The simple motion assumed above is -uch perturb"¿ Ui tt 
" 

g.uui_tadonal attraction of the Sun and to a lesser^degree by the Eartà,sdeparture-from a poiat masi 
"f well as by the athãctions of the otherplanets' The main consequencê of the soll 

"m.u.tioo 
is to precess theorbit in its plane, such that tt, ti". ;üpriã;;le [ne joining rhepoint at which the Moon is nearest to the Earth (perigee) to the point

at which the Moon is fu¡thest away (apogee)_rotates in the plane ofthe orbit wirh a period of abour e.9 và".rlriäu¡e 6.6). A ,;";J;;_
sequence is that the orbital plane itself precesses aúout ü;.iil;,such that the line of nodes-the intersection oithe orbital ptuo" *ãthe ecliptic-makes one revolution in about f A.Z y.urs, in a directionopposite to the Moon's. orbital motion, Superimposed upon thesesecu-lar motions of the orbit a¡e a number of peïodic perruruauons dueto the variation of the sola¡ attradtion with theìontinual changingEa¡th-Moon-Sun geometry.

Librations
The Moon always shows the same face to the Ea¡th. However. thisrepresents only an average state, for although the lunarcpi" uìfo.ityis consta¡t, the Moon's orbital velocity 

"tooitt 
u 

"ltiptic 
path about theEarth is not. Thus there a¡e some times when the spin is behind itsorbita-l motion and other times when it is afreaJiàt such times it be_comes possible to see a little beyond the lim¡¡5 e¡ tl" 

"u.ãg" 
dirldi¡ected towa¡ds the Earth. FurtËermore, ri*. tnu incrination of theMoon's orbit on the ecriptic is 5.2' and the incrinauon of the Moon,sequator-on rhe ecliptic is.about 1.5", it becomes possible to see about6'7" o! latitude beyond the two poles. Together'these circurnstances

are referred to as the optical librations. Thãy pór_lt.a nearly OO f"i



cent of tàe Moon's surface to be photographed and investigated from
the Earth long before tàe lunar orbiter programme provided nearly
complete photographic coverage. The librations have a_lso permitted
tbe lunar topography to be estimated for the limb regions, obser-
vations that continue to provide conhol on luna¡ mapping.

Of geophysical interest a¡e tåe much smaller physical librations,
analogous to the Earth's precession and nutation. These are a con-
sequence óf the Earth exerting a torque on the asymmeftical mass
distribution of tàe Moon. Their magnitudes do not exceed a small
f¡action of a degree, and wbjle thei¡ existence was predicted by Newton
they were not observed until 1839. The amplitudes of these oscillations
depend on t}re distribution of mass within the Moon, and in common
with tåe precession observations of the Earth thei¡ observation provides
some information on the shape and mass distibution of the planet.
The Moon's spin being only about,one twenty-seventh of that of the
Ea¡th, the lunar polar flattening is much less than that of the Ea¡th.
The Moon is subject to a solid tidal deformation in tàe same wav that
the Earth is tidally deformed (see below) but with the differencã that
the h'na¡'tidal bulge is predominantly and permanently oriented to-
wards tåe Earth. Thus the Moon possesses an equatoúal bu.lge and the
Moon's shape ca-n be described approximately as a triaxial ellipsoid
with the major axis di¡ected towa¡ds the Earth.

Tides

Ocean tides
Perhaps a more familia¡ consequence of tåe Moon's gravitational
attraction than precession and nutation a¡e the Earth's tides. This
phenomenon is perhaps most readily understood by viewing tàe Earth
as a rigid sphere covered by an ocean layer of uniform depth. The
Moon's gravitational attraction on the Eartå is slightly greater on the
side of the Ea¡th towards it than elsewhere and this causes a small
buige in ttre ocean layer that is di¡ected towa¡ds the Moon. On the
opposite side of the Earth, away from the Moon, the gravitational
athaction is a minimrrm; however, the luna¡ athaction on the solid
Ea¡th exceeds that on the water since the former is closer to tåe Moon.
The solid Ea¡th is pulled more towa¡ds the Moon than is the waûer
which actually appears to be pulled away from the Ea¡th as a second
bulge. During the daily rotation of the Earth underneath the Moon,
the tidal bulge moves with the Moon and therefore a¡ound the surface
of the Ea¡th witå one bulge always facing the Moon and the second
bulge directly opposite. The time between successive tansits of the
Moon across the observer's meridian is about twenty-five hours. At
a[y point on the Earth's surface tbe successive luna¡ tides pass at
intervals of about twelve and a half hours.

likewise, the gravitational atnafüon of the Sun also raised two
tidal bulges of about half the amplitude of tàe luna¡ tide and these
havel around the Earth in nearly twenty-four hours. When the Sun
and Moon a¡e aliened the two tides reinforce each other, producing
the spring tides; this occurs every two weeks at full or nãw Moon.
When the Sun and Moon a¡e separat€d in longitude by 90. the two
tides partly cancel and the combined tide has iminimum anplitude.
Ihese a¡e the neap tides. The actual pattem of tidal periodicities is
much more complicated than this since the intensitv and direction of
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the force of gravily varies with tåe Moon's orbital motion a.long its
inclined and eccenkic path. An analysis of a long series of tidal obier_
vations reveals a large n 'mber of oscillations whose periods cluster
a¡ou¡d twelve and twenty-four hours as well as a n ,mber of much
Ionger periods up to 18.6 years.

Observed tidal patterns
The actual spatia-l pattern is complicated by the ocean-land dishi-
bution, by the variable depth of the ocean and by frictional forces a_long
the sea floor. Figure 6.7 illustrates the tidal pattem of the principaì
semidiu¡nal luna¡ tide a¡ound the British Isles, where the tides a¡e
particu-larly complex. The lines of equal phase, called cotidal lines, join'

6,7: The principal lunar semüliurnal tüle arounil the British Isles. The
co-range (bla¡k) Iines show the occurrence of equal amplitude in
centimetres. The equal phase (red) Iines give the phase ol the tiì,e relative
to the lunar tran¡it across the Greenwich meriÅian. Thc anows denot¿ the'
sense o! rotÃtion at the mtphiilromes (points of zero tiilal amplituile).
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points at which high water occurs at the same fimà. Of note are the
regions where ttre tidal amplitudes are zero. These are the amphi-
dromic points about which tida_l currents rotate without there being a
change in amplitude. One such point occurs in the North Sea betwein
England and Denmark and the tidal currents rotate about it in an anti-
clockwise manner, Thw along tåe western boundary of the North Sea
the maximum tidal amplitude occurs progressively later from the shet-
lands to the Strait of Dover. Figure 6.8 illustratès a globat represen_
tation of the same tide. These global representations do not illustrate
the detail of the local tidal pattems along the coasts where the geomefry
of the coast line and of the sea floor can result in tidal amplitudes
s¡sssding 12 m, as in tåe Bay of Fundy, Canada.

The ocean tides and the associated tidal currents are of importance
in navigation in coastal and shallow seas. They also influènce the
coastal landform by forming sand bars or ba¡rier islands that are sub_
sequently stabilized by vegetation and may become a permanent
feature of the local geography.

Tidal energy
One frequently mentioned use of the ocean tide is Í¡s a sou.rce of energy,
by using the tidal currents to d¡ive turbines. The total energy stored in
one cycle of the ocean tide is of the order of l0t8 ioules. This is com_
parable with the geothermal loss of heat but four orders of magnitude
less tha¡r the solar energy received by the Earth during thè same
period. For much of the oceans tàe energy density is extremely low and
only in some coastal areas, where the tidal currents a¡e srfficiently
enhanced by local conditions, may the extraction of this energy bã
worthwhile (see also Chapter 9).

Soüd tides
sensitive instruments capable of measuring small changes in the local
gravity or small tilts of the Earth's crust indicate tl¡at the solid Earth is
also_ subject to tides, implying that the Earth does not respond as a
rigid body to the gravitational attraction of the Sun and Mòon. Typi_
¿¿lly, an observer on the Earth's surface will move up and down in

6,8: The global lunar semüliurnal tiite, The co_range or equal amplitude
lines are black and the cotiilal or equal phase lines-(in luiar houis) are
red.



twelve hou¡s by as much as 500 mm. At the same time gravity on t}re
surface will change fractionaily. This is the solid or elastic tide. Its
amplitude is a function not only of the magnitude of the tide-raising
force but aìso of the elastic properties of the Earth. The Earth's response
to this force is not instantaneous sloce the planet is not a pure elastic
body and the tidal bulge lags behind the applied force by a small angle
that is rrnlikely to exceed a degree. The observations of the amplitude
and lag of the tidal response a¡e of considerable geophysical interest in
that tàey reflect elastic and anelastic properties of a periodically
stressed planet at relatively low frequencies. As such tåey are comple-
mentary to seismic studies of the planet's response to the high fre-
quency waves excited by earthquakes and to rotation studies which
measure the response at much lower frequencies.

The most reliable observations of the tide a¡e obt¡ined with precise
gravimeters located on the Earth's surface, During tàe tidal cycle
gravify varies because of the di¡ect attaction by the Sun or Moon,
the variable distance of the tidally deformed surface from the centre of
mass and the redistribution of mass inside the body. The combined
effect of these last two factors is about 1 5 per cent of the direct atbac-
tion. The gravimeter cannot distinguish between the solid tide and the
atEaction of nearby ocean water, a contribution that will also vary
periodically because of the ocean tide. A, simpler remedy is to observe
the solid tides far from coastlines. Figure 6.9 gives an example of a
record taken at a station in cental{ustralia,

Tidal friction
If, for the moment, we consider only the solid tide, the bulge will be
aliped with the Earth-Moon axis if the tidal response is that of a¡r
eìastic body. But in a more realistic model tþe deformation is subject to
frictional dissipation and the response is somewhat delayed. During ttre
'delay' rime the Moon will have moved through a small angle along its
orbit. Thus the bulge appears to be ahead of the Moon, as shown in
Figure 6.10. The h¡nar athaction on the nea¡est misaliped bulge ex-
ceeds that on the farside bulge and a torque is exerted which does not
vanish when averaged over an orbital period of the Moon. The con-
sequence of this torque is a change in the Ea¡th's angular momentum
or, equivalently, a decrease in the spin of the Ea¡th such that the length
of day is increasing, at present by about 0.001 seconds in a hund¡ed
years. At the s¡me time the bulge exerts an equal but opposite torque
on the Moon, slows the Moon down in its orbital motion and leads to
an increase in the Eartb-Moon distance. This secular change is of tàe
order of a few centimefres per year. Both changes are small but when
int€grated over longer time intervals the consequences become very
sip.ificalt. For example, after about two thousand years the Earth is
misorientated relative to sta¡s by some 10-15" in longitude and the
position at which a solar eclipse is observed is displaced by tå.is amount
from a position conputed on the basis of a r¡niform rotation of the
Earth. fhus the theory of the Ea¡th's tidal acceleration can be tested by
predicting, on the assr¡mption of uniform rotation, places and trmes of
eclipses or of other ashonomical con-frgrrrations and comparing them
with observations of these events as recorded in the literature a4d
history of older civilizations. Conversely, once the acceleration has
been established such comparisons can.be used for dating pu¡poses.

Over longer rme periods the consequence of the small but per-
sistent tidal acceleration becomes even more d¡amatic. Four hundred
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million years ago the length of day was about twenty-two hou¡s and
the year consisted ofabout fou¡ hund¡ed days. Curiously enough rh¡s
catr be tested agains¡ the records of tidal and diuma-l cycles contained
in tåe fossils of certain corals and bivalves. The growth of these organ-
isms is controlled by the daylight and tidal cycles whicb influs¡c€ th6
biological processes that deposit ttre thin incremental layers of calcium
ca¡bonate in tåei¡ skeletons. the available resu-lts con-fi¡m that the
tidal acceleration has continued over at least the last 500 Ma. Ihe
fossil remains of one of these early'astronomers'is seen in Figure 6.11.
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6.92 Gravity variations in central Australia due to the solid tides over a
nine-day period in October 7978.

6.7O; Because oJ the lunar attraction the elastic Earth deJorms into an'
ellipsoiil. whose major axis ß digned with the Moon (top).If there is a
ilelay Lt in the response due tn the Earth not being a perþctly elastic bdy,
the bulge will have been rotaAil through a small angle QAt. The Moon
wiII also have moved through a mwh smøller angle n&t and the bulge
wi)I no longer be aligned with the Earth-Moon axis. The torque exerteà bg
the Moon on the bulge slows tå¿ Earth d.own anil the torque exerteil by
the bulge on the Moon slows tft¿ Moon down in its orbit.
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Gravity

The shape of the Earth
Gravify varies from place to place on the Earth's su¡face, reflecting the
asymmetrical distribution of mass in the Earth's crust and t rurrtl.. ¿
major departure from symmetry is the Earth,s oblateness: Because of
diumal rotation any element of mass within the Earth is subject to the
gravitational attraction by ttre remainder of the planet and by the
centrifugal force acting in a direction perpendicular to the rotaúonal
axis. This latter force is at a maximum at the equator and acts in the
opposite di¡ection to the within-planet attraction. At the poles the
centri-fugal force vanishes. If the Earth responded as a fluid to these
latihrde-dependent forces its equilibrium form would be an oblate
ellipsoid. The observed flattening is close to that expected for a fluid
body' suggesting that the Earth responds essentially as a fluid to forces
that act over very long time periods.

A more precise description of the shape necessitates the introduc-
tion of the term 'geoid', a Ievel surface that closely approximates the
ocean su¡face. Because of tåe anomalous mass distribution within the
Earth the geoid departs from the ideal fluid ellipsoid, in some places
rising above it and in other places falling below it by up to lbO m
(Figure 6.12). When scientists talk about the shape of th" ¡u¡th they
usually mean the geomehic form of the geoid. Onty at sqa is the geoiã
directly accessible a¡d its form can be determined lrom gravity olser-
vations taken at sea level. on Iand the geoid is deduced from gravity
observations taken at the surface.

6,ll: The epitheca oJ a Devonit,
Jossil coral. The epitheca forms t
part oJ the corøl skeleton that
records the growth rhythms in
the torm ol a fine structure oI
ridges. This example íIhtstrates
thirteen bands, each consistinq c
about thirtg ridges. These are
interpretzd as ilailg growth lines
modulateil by a monthlg influenL
in the gro,rvth.

6.12: The global geoid as
deduced lrom an analysis ol
sat¿llitn orbit perturbations anil
from surface gravity. The heights
(m) relate to the best-itting
ellipsoid. Negatlve regions, where
the geoiil lies below thls ellipsoid,
are red.
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6.13t Gravitg anomalies at
iliferent sca.les' (a) Bouguer
anomøJg in W' Awtralia over
the Íaulted boundarg between
ArchaBan anÅ Prot¿rozoic rocks.
(b\ Linear negative Bouguer
anomalies occurring over
seilimentarg basins in central
Australia; the size ol the anomaJg
implie s c o ns ider able u us tnl
thickening under the basins and
tfus implies a significant
àepartur e Jr om is o static
equilibrium. (c) Regional gravita
anomalies over Australia ;
negative over the seilimentarY
basins of the south'west, and
Dositive over the island arcs and
subduction zones oJ New Guinea.

f f i . f f i

Gravitg anomolies
ðaJryä;" measured with a penduhrm ¿pparatus since the period

oi 
" 

pË"aU* depends onìy on its length and on gravity' Gravity is

therefore essentia-lly a measlrrement of a time interval and of length-

tnr p.i"Jãf tn, p"odul"'n and its effective length' Thus' if t{ p""-q:-

tumtengthiskeptconstant,djfferencesingravitywil lbereflectedin
¿if.t""ät in thè period. Gravity can also be measu¡ed using gravi-

;.rc; i" which å weight is suspended from a coiled spring whose

Iength changes in proportion to aìhange in g¡avity' Whereas pendu-

lum insbuments can measure absolute gravif' gravimeters can

measure only changes in gravity, but the latter are more sensitive to

small changes as well as simpler ancl faster to operate' Most gravity

measurements are now made using glavimeters t'hat measu¡e gavity

relative to a base station at which abioluæ gravity has been measwed'

Pendulum measûements typically have anãccuracy of one part tn 10ó'

while gravimeters operateÏ on'land may be three or fou¡ orders of

magnitude more precise. A major development in the past two decades

has been the measurement of gnøty afsea with one part in ]O6 pre-

.ir."ã.tptt the ilistu¡ba¡ceJcaused by the accelerations of the ship'

Thus gravity measurements are now available for many regions of the

worldís o..åo, u, well as on land. In recent years absolute gravity has

alsobeenmeasureclwithgreatprecisionusing.free-fall'instrumentsin
which the time interval ."qoit.a for a mass to fatl througþ a known

distance in a vacuum is measured. With these instruments such pre-

cision has been attained as to raise the possibility that secutar and long-

period changes in absolute Savity c¿In now be-m¡asured'
Gravity measurements ìaken on the Earth's su¡face vary from

ptace to ftáce Uecause of the Earth's oblateness, beca'se of the varÍable

distance from the centre of mass and because of an asymmetrical mass

distibution within the planet. For geological and geophysical sflrdies

onty the last of tàese effects is of real interest and it is convenient to

correct the observed Slavity for the first two factors (the free-air and

Bouguer corrections, see page 106).

The difrerence between a corrected gravity measurement and the

t¡eoi"ticut value for an idealized ellipsoidal Ea¡th is termed tàe gravity

;;Jy. Gravity enimalies of a short wavelength or exiending over a

small a¡ea reflect nea¡-surface density anomalies whereas anomalies

persisting over large areas generaliy reflect mantl€ anomalies' a dis-
-tio"tioo 

that is a .oor"qo.oð. of the attenuation of the force of gravity

with clistance. Figure 6.13 illustrates t"vs¡¿ st(nmples'

The small- and intermediate-sizeil anomalies are readily surveygd

*itfg.vim"ters but tìe regional and global anomaìies a¡e more difr-

"rrlt 
tä ¿rttt-ioe in this way, not only because the ground survey

approach is time-consuming-but also Ltuott rhe long wavelength

lil"to"Uoo, are rlifficult to sãparaæ from the shorter wavelengths and

tn"i*to-."talùiftsthatmakegravimetersunsuitableformeasrrring
tU. fo"g wavelengtà anomalies, p-a*icularly at sea' However' satellites

nave piovi¿ed a äuch more di¡ãct way of measuring the global and

regional gravitY field.

Measurement bg satnllite
¡o ..Un.i¿ satelliie in an orbit about and close to the Earth would

iollo* uo elliptical orbit like that described for the Moon if the Earth

were a radially symmetrical sphere' The better.approximation of the

Uarth as an obiaæ spheroid requires that tbe Earth exert a torque on the

satellite that fries to rotate tàã orbital plane into the equator' S"! F-

"ãù. 
tn" angutar momentrun of the saællitê motion is conserved the

orbital plane precesses about the Earth's symmetry axis' Hence the

ãf*i 
"fU. 

e;rh's flatrening is primarily to cause the satellite's orbit

iä pi""*- ¡ãtn about the toãuootl axis and within the orbital plane'

"i 
å ..t" tU"t depends on the exact form of the fl¿ft¿ning. Typically the

rates ofprecession are a few degrees per day and a¡e readily deduced

fto- . series of observatious oi the saælliæ's position from tracking

stations on Earth.
Precise observations of an ardficial sateUite's motion show that the

orbit is periodically perturbed from the precessing elliptical motion due
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to the departures in the mass distribution from the oblate spheroid
approximation, As the satellite passes over a density anomaly it is
accelerated in its orbit, and while the density anomalies may bè reh-
tively small the cumulative accelerations of the satellite rluring suc-
cessive passes become measu¡able.

The study of the Earth's gravity field using satellites involves
celestial mechanics, satellite geodesy and geophysics. The problem of
celestial mechanics is to describe the motion of the satellite not onlv
because of the Earth's gravity but also because of a variety of other
forces. The satellite is attracted by the sun and Moon. Furthermore the
tidal deformations of the Earth result in a time-dependent attraction by
the Earth on the satellite. other forces of a non-gravitational origin
include the drag forces experienced by the satellite moving in ile
tenuous atmosphere that exists even at altitudes well above 2000 km,
and the force that radiation emitted by the sun exerts on the satellite.
The problem of satellite geodesy is to compare the motion described by
the equations of celestial mechanics with observations of the satellite's
position and to deduce the various parameters-gravitational or other_

6'14: I*lt' simtiltaneous range observations lrom the three laser stations on
continent A fix the satellite's position s r. The observation lrom continent B
fixes this lourth station on a sphere cenìred at S , . A second set of
observations when the satellitn, is at S, debrminàs the stati.on alóng the
intersection of two spheres while a third. set fixes the station on B relative
to _those on,{. This is a purelg geometric mode of position d,etermination in
which no orbital inlormatÍon is required, Repeating the observatíons at
dffirent times woulil determine the ilisplacements-of A relative to B due to
ocean-flóor spreading. Right, in the orbital mode th-e satellite is observedfrom
a number of stations on Contlnent A, The orbit is determineil lrom these
observations and the motion is extrapolated to the time when tlrc satellite
is observed lrom continent B (or liom a ship), The positîon oI this tracking
station can then be determined relative to the orbít.

wise-entering into the celestial mechanlcs theory. describing thr
anomalous gravity field or defining the atmospheric drag coefficiãnt o
the intensity ofthe sola¡ radiation. The problem for geophysicists is thr
interpretation of these results, to which we return below.

Tracking methods
Observations of satellite positions can be made in several wavs br
optical or electronic methods. A much used technique has beãn tc
photograph a satellite at night against a star backgiound while thr
satellite is still illuminated by the sun. These observations can give
satellite positions accurate to about l0 m. Another much used method
is the Doppler tracking of a satellite that emits a continuous radic
signa-l at a constant frequency. Because of the motion of the.source
relative to the observer, the received signal is shifted to a lower [re-
quency by an amount that varies during the spacecraft's passage over
the tracking station. The comparison of the observed frequen! with
the standard frequency contains information on the satellite's motion
relative to the observer and on its position in its orbit with a precision
that ranges from about 10 m to I or 2 m.

During the past decade one of the most precise tracking methods to
be developed has been the determination of the distance to the satellite
by measuring the travel time of a very short laser pulse transmitted
from the tracking station, reflected by an array of reflectors and
received back at the station, Accuracies of a few clnfimetres are now
possible in this way, which means that spacecraft accelorations due to
quite small forces can be determined with considerable precision.

The satellite's motion is about the Earth's centre of mass and a
logical choice for the origin of a terrestrial reference system is about
this point. The positions of the tracking stations in ihis geocentric
system will generally not be known with an accuracy thãt is com_
patible with that of the observations and it becomes necessary to deter-
mine simultaneously the orbital and force-ffeld parameteri and the
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station positions. The latter can be determined in several ways.
A simple geometric procedure exists in which the satellite is used

as a target that can be observed simultaneously from a number of
stations. Assume, for example, that laser range measurements are
made simultaneously from three stations whose relatir,e positions are
known from conventional terrestrial geodetic measurements. These
observations determine the satellite's location as the intersection of
three spheres with radii equal to t}re observed ranges. A simuìtaneous
observation from a fourth station, of unknown position. fixes this
station on a sphere centred at the satel[te (Figure 6.14). Repeating the
observations when the satellite is at different points in its orbit fures the
position ofthe fourth station relative to the other three. It is possible to
measure relative station positions over continental and interconti-
nentai distances with accuracies that approach those ofthe.measure-
ments themselves. This leads to'the possibility that plate tectonic
motions ca¡ be measured directly rather than i¡rferred from less direct
geophysical evidence.

While this geometric approach is simple in concept and does not
require information on the forces that act on the satellite, ihe method is
not vr'idely used because the condition that the satelÌite be visible from
many stations is restrictive. Instead, a procedure is usually adopted in
which the station positions and the u¡rknor,rryr parameters quantiíying
the forces are both determined simultaneously. Once these parameters
have been determined r,r'ith a satisfactory precision the motion of the
spacecraft can be regarded as known and predictable and any ad-
ditional observations can be used to determine the station's position
reÌative to the orbit. This procedure is widely adopted, particularly
when rapid position determination is required. as for navigation using
the Doppler tracking of satellites.

Satellites used in these studies are va¡ied. Al¡nost any satellite can
be photographed, whereas laser ranging requires that the satellite be
fftted with cube-corner reflectors which reflect the incident laser pulse
back to the station. Doppler observations require a¡ on-boa¡d con-
tinuous transmitter of a consta¡t frequency radiowave. To achieve
high accuracies in describing the orbital motions, it is imporiant that
the air drag and radiation pressure forces a¡e reduced. The simplest
way of ensurilg this is to have spherical satellites, free of protruding
solar panels and antennae, with uniform reflectance properties and
made of dense material. Geodetic requirements led to the design of two
very dense, spherical satellites which are covered with cube-corner re-
flectors and are tracked entirely with lasers. The fi¡st sateilite (Figu¡e
6.15) was lau¡ched by the European Space Agency in 1975 into an
orbit at an altitude of about 800 km. This satellite is used mainJy Ín
the determi¡ation of the Earth's gravity field a¡d in the study of other
forces on the satellite, principally tlose due to the periodic tidal defor-
mations of the Ea¡th. The second satellite, launched as part of the US
space programme, is considerably larger and beavier and has been
placed in a much higher orbit at an altitude of about 5000 km. Being
further from the Earth, it is less perturbed by the Earth's gravity field
than are lower spacecraft and this makes the satellite most usefirl for
the precise determination of positions of points on the Ea¡th and for
measÌ¡rirì g continentai drifr.

For gravity studies the lower the satellite the more sensitive it is
to the Earth's anomalous density structure and the more usefuÌ it is,
geophysically speaking. Horvever, the air drag force also becomes more
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6.75: The satellite Starlettu launched bg the European Space Agency in
February 1975. The satellite is a sphere oJ 250 mm diameter and has sixty
reflectors distributed over its surface. lts core is made mainly oJ uranium
giving it a weight ol 35 kg and a density ol about 18 kglmr. The satellite
is tracked by lasers a.s a meatß ol determining the Earth's grartity field and
tidd deJormation.

important and the drag perturbations begin to dominate tìe gravity
ûeld perrurbations. Also, the lower the sateilite, the more rìifficult it
becomes to hack it reguiarly from the ground. Together tåese factors
limit the heights of geodetically usefuì satellites to about 700-800 km.
meaning that only gravity anomalies of an extent exceeding about
2000 km can be detected using the metåods outlined above.

A¡ important development has been the use of radar altimeters to
measure directly ttre height of the satellite over the oceans. The abilitl'
to track satellites from the ground with high precision means that the
orbits are now weii known and that it is possible accurately to com-
pute the satellite's position within a reference framework whose origin
Iies at the centre ol mass of the Earth. If the height of the satellite is
measured using an on-board radar then the position of the reflecting
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surface can be determined relative to the orbit. Thus, for measurementsmade over the oceans- the geoid .ro U. ,n"år*ed directly with con_siderable precision and spatial ..rot"tiàn,-Ëi-g,rË 6.16 iilustrates someexamples of these measu¡ements obtained-from the Geos 3 satetitelaunched in 7975' Resurts such as ;il;;;; àrîo.rria..uute inreresr inunderstanding aspects of the oceani" .*ri'*A upper mantle andmost of the world's ocean areas have now been surveyed in this wayby the Geos 3 and Seasat satellites.

Interp.retation of gravity
with the resurts frori sateillte and gravimeter observahons graviry isa better-known quanüry_ over the Ea-rth,s su¡f;"1-,n* nearly all othergeophysical quantitites. yet the interpreìãti*ãig."øty is fraught withdifficulty because a eiven gravity anomaly on the surface can bemodelled by an infinile oo-b". 

"i 
djfl";;;i;iff disrriburions. Thegeophysical problem is to. separate th" pú;rìbËfrom the improbablemodels. This inherenr 

1*bi_g"úy """;.-ilil;;;;ed by rhe simple caseof gravity on a sphere of rrrìJus it u"¿ -*-, ^ ilãl ,h" _u* m is con_centrated at the centre of the sphere, Cravity *iffì" C./¡;. Lik;ir;,if the mass is distributed in an_infinitjy tt irl Uñ. ¡ort below the su¡_fac; 
3f the sphere gravity will also U" C-r7¡;'*O any intermediateradially symmetric density distribution ¡.io*.Jrn.r, two extremesrvill give the same value. In.9o¡.q"."i", g.äJf, oor..uutions on theirown are not alwavs verv useful urrd ur" Uãst interpreted together withother geophysical measu¡ements and geological considerations, Ex_amples of this will occu¡ in later chapteis. 

.'"'-*

Gravity anomalies
D_espite this negative aspect gravity observations have provided somevery useful results. One is that_th" uuriaUon, i" graøty are less thanwould be expecred if rhev were du. r" t"p;;;;;hy ãlone. an example ofthis is illusrrated in Figuie 6 .lZ , n t i.i tñ.-."ríliof graøty measure-ments at sea is plotted over.a mid_ocea-n riag" in tt" i".r" 

"Iã.ã"ìtyanomalies. A second example is_given Uy tirã g.uuity anomalies overthe European Alps. The observedþavitv i, ÀirT'¿¿"ced to rhe geoid,

the free-air correction, and then corrected for the density of the rcbebween the two surfaces, the nouguercoìr*,,"* A third examplegiven by gravity across tàe continental margins àf soutn_eastAustrali
the corrections for the attraction of th" ;;og.;'p-hy and ocean waronly increase the anomaly. All three .*#;Ë;l"dìcate that the fircorrected gravity anomaly is a function ãr aruãtion. over highelevated terrain the anomaly is *u.t"aty-n"ñ;" while over tloceans it becomes strongly positive, io.r.urin"g io magnifude wi

geoid height (m) generalized West - East sect¡on

L-.-gok'

6.76: Above, Geos 3 altimeter
profile in the south-west pacifrc
and the ocean bathymetrg. TIrc

,. geoid shows a pronounceil
negative anomalg over the South
Hebrídes trench, kft, Geos 3
altimeter profiles over the
Derwent-Hunt¿r seamount in the
Tasman Sea. The geoiit has
pr o no unce d po s itive ano m alie s
over the centre of the seamount'anil 

negative anomalies over the
Jlanks. This suggests that the
Ioatl ol the seamount is supported
regionallg rather than locallg.
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increasing depth. This suggests that there is much more to gravity than
just topography. I.n particular, it suggests that regions elevated above
the geoid a¡e associated with a mass deflcit somer¿'here in the crust
below the ¡lqunfein while the ocean basins are associated with a mass
excess in thei¡ crust, density anomalies which in both cases tend to
corapensate for the surface load.

The seismic evidence indicates tlat the Earth's crust varies con-
siderably in thickness, being thin under the oceans compared with its
thickness under the continents..The seismic evidence aìso poilts to an
increase in density across the crust-ma¡tle boundary, f¡om about
2800-2900 kglm3 to 3200-3300 kglmt. Thus one explanation of the
gravity a¡omalies is in terms of a crust of va¡iable thickness; u¡der
highly elevated regions tåe crust is thicker and tends to compensate for
the extra surface load whi.le under4he oceans the thinner crust results
in the dense mantle material being closer to the surface. The crust
generally behaves as a rigid layer cåpable of supporting shess difler-
ences but at some depth below the crust the mantle besins to behave
more as a plastic material, deformi-ng when subject to sFess dj-ffer-
ences. Evidence for this response comes from laboratory measurements,
from observations of post-glacial uplift and f¡om the observation that
the Earth's oblateness is very similar to what it would be if tle Ea¡th
as a whole responded as a fluid to the cenhifugal force. Furihermore
the plate tectonió hypothesis (see Chapter 10) requires that within the
upper mantle there is a region that deforms when subject to shess over
a geological time scale so as to permit the lithospheric plates to move
with respect to the deeper mantle.

Isostasy
Together, the gravity observations, the seismic evidence and tÌ¡e rheo-
logicaì response of the upper mantle support the models of isostasy
proposed more t}lan a hundred years ago. These were ofrered as an
explanation of geodefic observations in India which suggested that tàe
atbaction of the Himalayas was ìess than it would be if this mo rntain
range was simply on top of a radially homogeneous crust and mantle.
The isostatic model assumes that the crust can be reDresented bv
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blocks floating on a fluid-like and denser mantle, with each block mov-
ing vertically and independently of its neighbour. Figure 6.18(a)
illustrates the model proposed by G.B.Airy (1801-92) in 1851 to
explain the Indian observations. All blocks are ofequal density but dif-
ferent heights, and they float, the longest blocks extending deepest into
the mantle, At a certain depth, equal to or greater than the thickest
crust, the pressure is everywhere constant and below it the ma¡tle is
in a state of hydrostatic equilibrium. The gravity aaomaly ¿çcs¡ding to
this model consists of two contributions. One is from the visible parts of
the blocks, the topography, and the second is from tàe'roots'., the parts
of the blocks that have displaced the more dense mantle material. The
two contributions a¡e of opposite sign, and the resulting Savity
anomaly is considerably smaller than if it were due to the topography
alone (see Figure 6.17). .At tìe same time as Âiry expounded his model
of isostatic compensation, J. H. Pratt proposed the same isostatic
principle, of constant pressure at some constant depth below the su¡-
face, but with a model in which the crust is assumed to be of a variable
density but with a constant depth such tlat under elevated areas
the density is less tha¡ under lowlying areas (Figure 6.18(b)).
Airy's model was based on the assumption that the topographic load
stesses the Earth's crust beyond its shength-bearing capacity so that
failu¡e occurs by normal faulting, and that the crust below the load is
depressed u¡til the isostatic condition is attained, Pratt, on the other

6.17 t Three examples ol the relationship betwe.en gravitg anomalies and
topography. Note the different sca]es used. (a) Mid-Atlantic ridge. The
Jree-air anomaJy is small and, variable across the ridge. When 'corrected' 

lor
the Bouguer eÍlect the Bouguer anomaly ß stronglg positive and the deeper
the ocean the larger the anomdy. (b) The European Nps The tree-air
anomaJy ß verg variable particularly near the high peaÞs. The Bouguer
anomaJy is negative and increases in magnitude with altitude. (c) The
continental margin ol south-east Australia. The free-air anomaly is positive
over land. and negative over the ocean but the Bouguer anomaly ß ol
opposite sign anil more pronouncetl.
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hand, assumed that the monntains were the result of a tìermal ex-
pansion of the crust as a result of a heat sou¡ce in the crust itself or in
the mantle below.

While both models are based on the apparently unrealistic assump-
tion that the mantle behaves as a lluid and the equally un¡ealistic
assumption that the response of one block is independent of neigh-
bouring blocks, both describe surprisingly well the gravity observed
over regions of variable terrain and indicate thatthe principle of isostasy
is obeyed over much of tåe world.

Global anomalies
One advantage of the universaliry and simplicity of the isostasy hy-
pothesis is that it is relatively simple to correct gravity measurements
to take accou¡t oftopography elevations and thei¡ roots. The gravity
so corrected is the isostatic anomaly. If the traditional isostatic models
were complete then these anomalies would be everywhere zero. yet
this is not so, Classical isostasy is not sufficient to explain the global
gravity anomalies and the only satisfactory explanation is that they
are due to density anomalies below the crust and not directly associ-
ated with the topography. This is perhaps the most important resr:-lt
that has come from satellite geodesy to date. From it two quite contra-
dictory conclusions can be drawn about the Earth's mantle. One is that
the ma¡tle is sufficientiy rigid for it to be able to support density
anomalies elastically so that the present gravity freld reflects conditions
in the Earth at some time in its remote geological past. The concomitant
sfress differences in the mantle are of tle order of 500 ba¡s and the
general consensus of Earth scientists is that this is excessive, that
ma¡tle materials will flow when subject to such stresses at the tem-
peratures and pressures cha¡acteristic of the mantle. The most con-
vincing evidence that flow would occu¡ is seen in the postgiacial
rebound phenomenon in which the removal of late pleistocene ice
loads has resulted in a slow rebound of the originally depressed crust
and in a flow of the mantle in response to the changes in stress which
.do not exceed a few tens of bars.

The alternative interpretation is that the gravify anomalies are
associated with mantle convection and that the density anoma_lies a¡e
a consequence of temperature at a given depth not being everywhere
the same. This interpretation is now widely accepted by geophysicists
and is reinforced by the rather rema¡kable correlation that exists be-
tween the Cravity anomalies and the surface expression of plate tec-
tonics, the plate boundaries. The major subduction zones around the
Pacific Ocean are all associated with rather broad $avity anomalies.
The collision zones of the African and Indian plates with the Eurasian
plate are also associated with positive but milder gravity a¡omalies as
are parts of the ocean ridges, particularly Greenland and the Azores
in the north Atlantic. The negative anomalies lie mostly over ocean

cont¡nent mOUntarn
fange

6.18: Two interpretations oJ the same topographic profile according to the
isostntic hypothesis ol Airg antl ol Pratt. (a) z{rry's model, in which the
crust is of variable thickness but of constant density and ß thicker under
elevated terraine than under depressions such as the oceans. The depth oJ the
unÅerlging 'root' ß related to the height oJ the overlging topographg.
(b) Pratt's model, in which the crust is oJ variable density but its base is at
a constant depth below sea level. Topographic height is relateil in thß motlel
to crustal densitg at that point. In both models the pressure due to the
v'teight oÍ the overlying crust is constant at a certain depth, which i¡lrlways
greater than the deepest cntst. æ

basins and over old continental shields. These gravify nnomalies are
not fully understood but they do indicate that there is a relation be-
tween them and mantle observations. The question now ià not so
much whether convection occurd, but concerns such matters as the
scale of the cells, the depth to which convection occurs, what dúves it
and the periodicity of tàe motion. The answers to these questions are
still largely speculative but the grayify anomalies may make a useful
contribution towards reachiag an understanding.


